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Rivals in Rendering Horror. Rembrandt, Rubens and Tragedy (1).  
 
 
If you invite a Dutch art historian to give a keynote lecture at a symposium on a work by 
Rubens, you can be sure that he will talk about Rembrandt within minutes. Therefore, I will 
live up to such expectations and focus in the second part of this talk on a painting by 
Rembrandt which was a magisterial response to Rubens’s Prometheus, foremost, but also to 
works by Titian, Caravaggio and Ribera (2).   

Christopher Atkins discussed every aspect of Rubens’s Prometheus in the marvellous 
book that accompanies the exhibition − you should all buy and read it (3). As Christopher 
rightly stated, Rubens demonstrated in this painting more than in any of his other works his 
ideal of a synthesis between Venetian painting and the art of Florence and Rome, an ideal that 
responded to the ongoing discussion about the merits of Venetian colore and Florentine-
Roman disegno. Only a few years after his return to Antwerp, Rubens showcased his superior 
position among the greatest artists of Europe through this work, not only showing his 
immense skill as an artist and his ideas about art but especially demonstrating how he forged 
out of his Italian experience a staggeringly novel aesthetic that was entirely his own (4). It 
seems to be a statement about his art, and the painting remained for quite a long time in his 
house, perhaps as a kind of demonstration piece for visitors.  

In the16th and 17th centuries, it was a commonplace among Italian painters that artists 
from the Low Countries were poor in painting figures but proficient in imitating nature, and 
particularly good in painting landscapes. Karel van Mander repeated this several times in his 
Schilder-Boeck of 1604, adding the adage that Italians use their brains to paint, while the 
Netherlanders have their ingenuity in their hands (5). Van Mander therefore urged 
Netherlandish artists to do the utmost to belie the Italians’ opinion. And indeed, some 
northern artists had already done their best to denounce the Italian clichés, with the result that 
Michael Cocxie and Frans Floris in Brussels and Antwerp, and Maarten van Heemskerck, 
Cornelis van Haarlem and Hendrick Goltzius in Haarlem, had set themselves with great zeal 
to depicting figures in the most complicated and exaggerated actions to demonstrate their skill 
in this respect (6), and preferably in prints so that they could show off their virtuosity before 
an international public of connoisseurs (7). Perhaps because of this cliché, painters were all 
the more stimulated to refute such notions. The ultimate victory seems to be that the two 
painters recognized throughout history as unrivalled in portraying emotions and passions—
which had to be expressed through the depiction of the human body—were from the Low 
Countries: Rubens and Rembrandt (8). 

 These two great painters had entirely divergent notions of how to do so, but they 
shared things in common. Both artists’ thinking about art was steeped in humanist notions of 
rhetoric and poetics,though I should quickly add that Rembrandt was not at all the learned 
man that Rubens was. Even so, he was quite well acquainted with concepts of rhetoric, the 
poetics of tragedy and art literature, albeit at a basic level, I think. And he gained these not 
from his own readings (like Rubens) but from discussions with more learned admirers. These 
notions implied that history painting was considered to have functions similar to poetry, in 



particular, to tragedy. The main goal of history painting was to move, to delight and to teach.  
In this period, this was conveyed through a strong emphasis on evoking empathy, especially 
through horror, pity and compassion, so that viewers could gain knowledge about life. It also 
meant that both painters demonstrated great ambition as artists, aspiring to rival the greatest in 
their profession, while also competing with dramatic poetry. Remarkably—more so than in 
Italy—it was not the painters in the Netherlands but the poets and playwrights who often 
articulated the kinship between dramatic poetry and painting, especially the greatest Dutch 
poet, Joost van den Vondel (9). The capacity of both tragedy and painting to move the 
beholder by way of visual representation was deemed their most fundamental similarity. I will 
return to this issue shortly. First, back to Prometheus (10).  

In Christopher Atkins essay you will find how Rubens employed many pictorial 
sources in fabulous ways.  Rubens knew well Michelangelo’s drawing—probably the original, 
but certainly also the print after it—of the giant Tityus, whose entrails are perpetually 
devoured by a vulture (though this vulture is typically replaced by an eagle) as punishment for 
attempting to violate the mother of Diana and Apollo (11). The figure type, the proportions of 
the muscular giant, and much of the attitude are consciously Michelangesque, an aspect which 
Rubens further emphasized, I would like to add, by using the figure of Haman from the 
Sistine Ceiling, which he had sketched in person (12-14; Typical of the artist’s practice, 
Rubens reversed and rotated the figure.). But he also turned to Michelangelo’s source, the 
Laocoön (15), which had been unearthed in 1506 and which impacted 16th- and 17th-century 
art in ways that can hardly be overstated. 

 The Laocoön changed the understanding about the effect that the visualization of pain 
and suffering and the strong emotional response to it could evoke in the viewer (16). It 
became the example of how to depict pain and suffering through movements of the muscles in 
the limbs and in the protagonists’ faces. Rubens made several beautiful drawings of the 
Laocoön (17), and he used motifs from it throughout his career for the expression of intense 
suffering and to arouse fear or compassion in the viewer. But he never exaggerated the violent 
expression of pain, only restrained it, depending upon the character of the protagonist; 
Christ’s suffering was, naturally, the ultimate exemplum doloris (18). It is characteristic that 
Rubens depicts, for instance, Christ on the cross at the moment of acceptance (19), thus 
emphasizing his divine nature (‘Father into thy hands I commend my spirit’; Luke 23:46), 
while Rembrandt, familiar with the print after Rubens’s work and eliminating all reference to 
heroic classical beauty, shows Christ in his most human moment of misery and fear (‘My God, 
my God, why hast thou forsaken me’; Matthew 27:46) (20). This gives you an indication of 
how different these two artists are.  

But back to Prometheus. Rubens’s main incentive to choose this subject would have 
been the overpowering painting of Tityus by Titian (21), which was part of a series of the 
Four Sinners (later named Las Furias) that functioned as a political allegory by showing the 
remorseless punishment of those who defied the highest authority – a reference to the 
authority of the Habsburg emperor Charles V. It was Titian’s most direct interaction with a 
work by Michelangelo. The Venetian painter consciously competed with both Michelangelo’s 
composition as well as the Laocoön, and (22), as Miguel Falomir demonstrated, through 
Titian’s work this theme became for many artists the artistic challenge of complex 
foreshortening and the extreme expression of pathos. Rubens would have seen the original in 
Madrid, and we can imagine that, as a young painter, he must have been immensely 
impressed by this then unrivalled depiction of horror, pain and tragedy. He also would have 
been familiar with the beautiful engraving by Cornelis Cort after the painting, in which the 
subject was transformed from Tityus into Prometheus by adding a burning torch (23). Rubens 
would certainly have perceived this painting as a grand statement by Titian: as the latter’s 



response to Michelangelo in painterly Venetian terms, turning Michelangelo’s terribilità into 
poetical tragedy (24).   

But for the learned Rubens, it was as important to be in dialogue with the great 
painters and poets of antiquity, though he would always emphasize modestly that he and his 
contemporaries could never equal the ancients, let alone surpass them. This, as we will see, 
was the opposite of Rembrandt’s attitude towards antiquity. Naturally, no paintings from 
antiquity were known in the 17th century, but there was a poem by a Greek poet that was 
meant to rival in words a famous Greek painting of Prometheus (25).  It was this poem that 
spurred Rubens to re-imagine the same horrible occurrence in such a way that the viewer 
experiences its presence and feels intense fear and pity. He did this, however, by 
simultaneously demonstrating how he, as no other painter before him, was able to exploit 
brilliantly the visual tradition of his art as it had been handed down to him—by his two 
greatest predecessors, Michelangelo and Titian, and by the Laocoön—to make a truly original 
painting (26).  

This was entirely according to the rules of imitation in classical rhetoric, as seen 
foremost in Quintillian, Cicero and Seneca. Rhetoric formed a foundation not only for early 
modern humanists but for everyone who had attended the Latin school, where the entire 
learning process was devised according to such rules of rhetoric. Simply stated, , it was taught 
that one should try to rival admired predecessors by selecting the best elements from their 
work and  mentally digesting these completely to create an entirely new work. However, in 
17th-century art literature it is often repeated that to refer recognizably to others’ art in one’s 
own work was only reserved for the truly great; lesser talents should do it in such a way that 
no one could detect the borrowed elements (so that the borrowing could not be recognized). 
To do this recognizably was considered something for the best artists only, and this is 
precisely what Franciscus Junius writes when discussing imitation: he too warns of borrowing 
recognizably, but then he adds that if a work by a good master bears certain similarities to that 
of another great master, this should be entirely intended. For “… in my opinion, the artists 
who surpass all others are those who diligently pursue the old art with a new argument, thus 
adroitly bestowing their paintings with the pleasurable enjoyment of dissimilar similarity.” 
(27) 

Rubens, like many Italian artists before him, did precisely this (28). The violent but 
complex movement of Prometheus’s body—with its rippling muscles and soft, lifelike flesh— 
and the majestic eagle painted by his friend and animal specialist Frans Snyders—this 
majestic eagle, with its huge wings spread and attacking in a sweeping counter-movement 
from out of the dark background, its body repeating the revolving flow of Prometheus’s 
body—make Michelangelo’s Tityus look static and Titian’s Tityus less spectacular. The 
horror of the eagle attacking the body—the terrifying claws digging into Prometheus groin 
and face, just missing his eye, the fearsome beak tearing out the liver— these elements all 
enhance the terrifying effect on the viewer (29). In earlier art theory the rule had been restraint 
in showing such things, following Horace’s advice for poetry and tragedy. But in this period 
one had fewer qualms about representing the spectacle of horror, which was legitimized even 
by the authority of Aristotle, who had advised on the one hand against showing horrible 
occurrences on the stage, but on the other wrote the often repeated lines that things that one 
would not like to watch in reality (the ugly, the gruesome) one enjoyed viewing when 
truthfully represented. He held up painting as example On the stage, where the plays of 
Senecan horror were the great models for playwrights in this period, the representation of 
violent horror and fear was even seen as a defining feature of tragedy, as it was in painting.  

Simultaneously, however, we see that Rubens’s Prometheus, though his lips are parted, 
is not screaming in pain like most other depictions of Prometheus and Tityus (30). Ruben’s 
Prometheus is depicted as an example of a hero enduring insufferable pain as an example of 



submission to divine judgement, which accords entirely with the neo-stoic ideals to which 
Rubens adhered enthusiastically. And at the same time it is an image of intense grace and 
beauty, as if to underline the Aristotelian words that we enjoy looking at representations of 
things we do not wish to see in reality. For Rubens it was self-evident that grace and 
vehemence (“grâce et vehemence”, as he himself writes) should always go together, as 
appears in a letter to Sir Dudley Carleton, the English ambassador in The Hague who owned 
the Prometheus by that time (31). Grace and beauty create a distance that Caravaggio and 
Rembrandt eliminated, but Rubens consciously strove to keep this distance within the rules of 
decorum, creating a superior heroic race mediated by Roman sculpture and renaissance 
painting, as Jeffrey Muller has shown. Such an image of superiority and a certain restraint was 
very fitting for Prometheus, who was, unlike Tityus, not merely sinner who justly receives 
punishment. The informed viewer recognized that even though Prometheus defied Jupiter 
when he stole fire, he did so for mankind. As a creator of men, he was even considered the 
original artificer, the first to create through imitation and selection, in humanist exegesis.  

In the Senecan tragedies of the time, such as those by the star Antwerp playwright and 
painter Guilliam van Nieulandt, the audience had to endure terrible cruelties and horror (32). 
The neo-stoic idea was that through seeing on the stage such gruesome, intemperate and 
violent changes of fate—changes which strike one with sudden force—one learned to remain 
temperate and steadfast in all circumstances. Such notions were also transposed into the 
experience of paintings. Rubens was a great admirer of Seneca and a fervent adherent of his 
philosophy. But his views were obviously more subtle than those of contemporary 
playwrights, and as far as I can see these playwrights were not part of Rubens’s elite network. 
In such tragedies the moral is clear: vice is punished, virtue rewarded, and the protagonists are 
either good or bad. Rubens’s hero, however, is much more ambiguous. His painting not only 
incites terror, fear and pity, and does not merely moralize; it gives the viewer food for 
contemplation and spurs the beholder to contemplate what great art is about (33). 

The humanist Dominicus Baudius beautifully described the experience of viewing this 
painting in a Latin poem (34). With great gusto he pictures in words the experience of seeing 
and feeling gruesome pain, such as the sharp talons in the hero’s face and groin, and the 
bloody wound in his breast from which the aquiline beak tears the liver (and he even fears that 
the terrifying bird will attack the viewer). He ends with the words that ‘horror holds captive 
those who stand before it.’ Thus, Baudius does not conclude with a moralistic punch line, as 
was traditional for such poems. Instead, he is held captive and is captivated.  

Baudius, who was professor at the University of Leiden, must have seen the painting 
during a visit to Antwerp in 1612 (35). He belonged to a group of Leiden humanists who were 
the first to promote Rubens’s name and fame in the young republic of the northern 
Netherlands. At that moment, almost no work by Rubens was yet known there, and the 
prolific production of prints after his work started only later. But these Leiden humanists were 
in contact with Rubens and with Rubens’s learned circle of humanists and antiquarians, as 
Marloes Hemmer has demonstrated in her unpublished research (36). Some of the humanists 
of this Leiden network also knew the one who bought the Prometheus in 1618, Sir Dudley 
Carleton. And now we are coming close to the young Rembrandt, because several of these 
Leiden humanists who promoted Rubens’s fame in the early 1610s spotted the amazing talent 
of this young son of a Leiden miller ten years later, which was then seconded by Constantijn 
Huygens, among others. Still at a very young age, around 1624-1625, Rembrandt must have 
visited Carleton’s collection; we know that the ambassador allowed artists to admire his 
works of art. That Rembrandt was susceptible to the discussions of those learned men and that 
he was interested in this most theatrical-rhetorical type of painting from his earliest years as 
an artist might have been stimulated by his early education at the Latin school until the age of 



14 (37). In this institution, rhetoric was the foundation of the curriculum, and neo-Latin 
dramas were performed often.   

Constantijn Huygens was in Carleton’s circle (38). It is well known that Huygens 
recognized the exceptional capacities of the young Rembrandt to render the passions, and that 
he admired the great intensity with which Rembrandt strove to achieve this goal. Huygens’s 
beautiful description of Rembrandt’s rendering of the figure of Judas makes clear that this 
figure, ‘contorted in pitiful hideousness’ (as he writes) is entirely different from anything he 
has ever seen before. And this leads him to the conclusion that this young man has surpassed 
all the Italians and the artist from antiquity (39). ‘This I compare with all beauty that has been 
produced through the ages. This should be a lesson for all those nitwits who say that nothing 
is being created or expressed nowadays that has not already been done better in antiquity.’ (40) 
Thus, Huygens appears to consider the art of the young Rembrandt as the decisive Dutch 
answer to the achievements of the Italians and the ancients. Huygens must have been an awe 
inspiring figure for the young Rembrandt, and it would have been of great importance that in 
Huygens’s view, in great contrast to Rubens’s view, the ancients had been far surpassed by 
his contemporaries. Huygens was of the opinion that the classical rules of rhetoric and poetics 
(this also holds true for painting, in his eyes) should not be considered strict guidelines, for 
only natural talent was of decisive importance. What really counted was the naturalness of a 
moving and convincing effect on the audience. In terms of painting this meant that the forms 
and concepts of antiquity were not the venerated examples to emulate but artists like Titian 
and Rubens, who had, in this view, far surpassed the ancients. All that must have had a great 
impact on Rembrandt’s early development, a development that is not to be compared to any 
other Dutch artist of his time. For Rembrandt, every painting was a new experiment in which 
his search for ‘die meeste ende natuereelste beweeghelyckheidt’ (the strongest and most 
natural motion and emotion) was paramount.  He used just these words when he described his 
ambitions in a letter to Huygens accompanying paintings made for the stadholder Frederick 
Henry (41).  

From early on Rembrandt actively promoted the image of being the master of the 
‘lijdingen des gemoeds’, the passions of the soul, as Perry Chapman has demonstrated. 
Rembrandt did so most conspicuously through his publication in 1630 of a group of etched 
self-portraits that were completely novel: studies of his own face, expressing all kinds of 
strong emotions (42). Thus, Rembrandt presented himself to collectors as the artist who 
relived the different passions, observing them from life in a mirror and displaying them to a 
wider audience of art lovers. He presents himself as the artist who experiences pathos in order 
to be able to represent it, as Quintillian and Horace had required of rhetoricians and poets. 
Rembrandt also showed his own face in scenes in which he himself is taking part in the 
dramatic action depicted. Tellingly, he did so in his earliest dated painting, the ambitious 
Stoning of St. Stephen of 1625 (43), as well as in the first two paintings of the most important 
commission of his early career, the Passion series for the stadholder Frederick Henry, the 
Raising of the Cross and the Descent from the Cross of c. 1632-1633 (44). Thus, he 
broadcasted himself as an artist deeply engaged in portraying the passions, imagining the 
experience fully, to be able to represent them with the greatest degree of verisimilitude. In 
many of his works from the second half of the 1620s and the first half of the 1630s, it is 
remarkable that we find precisely the kind of actions and passions that were advised in the 
current theory of poetics for the exploitation of tragedy upon the stage, such as intimidation, 
terror, rage, fear (especially of innocent victims), despair (45), betrayal, rape, mutilation and 
violent killing (all to evoke empathy) (46). What we see in such paintings is an 
‘oogenblikkige beweging’, as Rembrandt’s pupil Samuel van Hoogstraten called it in his 
treatise (47).  (Van Hoogstraten may have even learned of this concept in Rembrandt’s studio.) 
He writes of the instantaneous motion and emotion that takes place in a single moment, meant 



to involve the viewer unequivocally as if he were one of the bystanders, frightening him or 
moving him/her with compassion.  

All this is in line with the characteristics of Senecan dramatic practice in the many 
tragedies performed on the Amsterdam stage between 1610 and 1650. Such tragedies show an 
alternation of violent passions through disastrous reversals of fate that are meant to hit the 
audience with force. These plays abound with the most gruesome deeds: horrible murders, 
rapes, ripping out of tongues, gouging out of eyes, et cetera (48). Thus, horror was much 
appreciated in the theatre of that time. Remarkably, we find little of this reflected in history 
painting of the period. Of the top-ranked painters in Amsterdam, only Rembrandt elaborated 
for a short time on this theatrical preference (49).  

In this period it was Rubens with whom Rembrandt continually felt the need to 
compete. He must have pored over prints after Rubens time and again, figuring out how to 
surpass the greatest Netherlandish master on his own terms. He tried this out in such paintings 
as the rather large Abduction of Proserpina of 1631 (50), the Descent from the Cross of 
around 1632-1633 (51) and the fabulous Susanna of 1636 (52). In every painting his goal was 
to bring the emotions depicted closer to the beholder’s world of experience by jettisoning 
every reference to grace in figures, movements and attitude, and doing away with the 
conventions in gesture and pose with which emotions were usually expressed (53).  

The high point of both the depiction of violent horror and of Rembrandt’s competition 
with Rubens is the Blinding of Samson of 1636 (54). In 1635 and 1636 Rembrandt, quite 
suddenly, made a number of extremely ambitious, large works with life-size figures − 
something he had not done before (55). The incentive for this must have been the fact that just 
recently, in the first half of the 1630s, some large and spectacular collections with Italian art 
and works by Rubens and Van Dyck had arrived in Amsterdam. They were owned by such 
men as Lucas van Uffelen, Gerard Reynst, and a few others, all rich merchants who had lived 
in Italy or had offices in Italy and Antwerp and were internationally-oriented art lovers. They 
all lived close to each other, mostly on the Keizersgracht (56). It must have been Rembrandt’s 
goal to present himself to these connoisseurs as a painter who was as good as, or even 
superior to, those Italian and Antwerp masters they admired so much. The Blinding of Samson, 
which remained in Rembrandt’s studio for a few years after it was executed, might have been, 
as the Prometheus probably was for Rubens, a kind of demonstration piece to prove to his 
visitors his amazing capabilities as a history painter (57).  

Rembrandt was undoubtedly aware that Rubens’s painting was, in turn, made in 
rivalry with Titian’s composition, which would have made it all the more challenging to 
demonstrate what he was able to do with such material (58). Rembrandt selected for this 
painting a subject that had never before depicted. It represents the next moment of the episode 
depicted by Rubens in a composition that was made famous through Jacob Matham’s 
engraving, a print well known to Rembrandt and with which he had experimented a few years 
earlier (59). In Rubens’s work the soldiers were standing threateningly in the open doorway, 
ready to rush into the foreground space. Rembrandt, however, chose the most gruesome 
moment of the tale: when Samson, having lost his hair and his strength, is captured by the 
soldiers who rush in and gouge out his eyes (60). Thus he replaced Rubens’s mythological 
hero with a biblical one (61). In 17th-century Dutch texts, in homilies and in plays focusing on 
the story of Samson, the gouging of the protagonist’s eyes is always described as Samson’s 
punishment for his moral blindness: he was not able to withstand a beautiful woman’s 
seduction, but was aroused by what was considered as the highest, but also the most 
dangerous, of the senses: the sense of sight. The Calvinist preacher Teelinck for example, 
wrote: ‘Samson had with his impure eyes, succumbed to lascivious lust, therefore God had his 
eyes justly gouged…’.  One can presume that the punishment of being blinded would have 
been the greatest horror a painter like Rembrandt imagine. And the result is the most 



gruesome, and the most violent, painting of his career and of Dutch art (62). Simultaneously, 
it is a breathtaking contest with the greatest masters of pathos: Rubens and Titian, but also 
Caravaggio and Ribera.   

First Rubens. It is immediately clear that Rembrandt’s primary goal was to creatively 
imitate the ordinantie, the disposition or spatial arrangement, of Rubens’s painting while 
using another subject (just as his pupil Van Hoogstraten had advised if one wanted to pay 
homage to the work of an admired master) (63). We see this in the way the figure falls 
backwards, his body cutting through space in a diagonal movement towards the viewer. The 
movement of Rubens’s eagle swooping down from the upper right out of a dark background is 
replaced by the soldiers throwing themselves upon Samson (64). The fabulous movement of 
Delilah, running out with Samson’s hair in one hand and a pair of scissors in the other, 
counters that of the falling Samson and parallels the wing of the eagle and the tree behind it 
that follow the movement of Promotheus’s body into depth (65). While fleeing, Delilah turns 
around to see the bloodbath she has caused, her eyelids just catching a touch of light to 
heighten the drama (66). She now realises in full force the crime she has perpetrated.  

But Samson’s figure could not be more different from that of Prometheus (67). 
Nothing is left of Rubens’s classically-inspired, heroic anatomy. Samson is half-dressed and 
his body and limbs are those of an ordinary, strong-limbed man. His right leg, with a 
convulsive, angular movement, kicks helplessly in a reflex of the utmost pain, and the ugly 
foot with clenched toes replaces Rubens’s flowing movement and beautiful foot.   

However, the most gruesome detail is, of course, the soldier jamming a Javanese kris 
into Samson’s eye and the blood that spurts out (68). (I won’t spare you this,) Why did 
Rembrandt think of such a horrible and unusual thing to depict as blood gushing out, the most 
shockingly atrocious image of physical violence possible? The idea of depicting the gouging 
of an eye might have come from the title print of a gruesome tragedy published a year before 
in Amsterdam (69), but such a depiction of bloodiness must have been incited by 
Caravaggio’s Judith Beheading Holofernes, a work made by Caravaggio in Naples that is 
nowadays known only through a copy (70). Caravaggio’s original was in the possession of 
Louis Finson, who brought it from Naples to Amsterdam in 1616, together with the famous 
Madonna del Rosario, among others 71). Caravaggio’s Beheading of Holofernes, or a copy 
after it, must still have been in Amsterdam in the 1630s. For connoisseurs the contorted face 
of Rembrandt’s Samson would have made a fabulous comparison (72). The horror of the kris 
being plunged deep into Samson’s eye socket is more hair-raising than the rather improbable 
way in which the head is severed from Holofernes’s body. Moreover, Rembrandt’s squirting 
blood is much more natural than Caravaggio’s stylized red jets.  

A painting of the punishment of Tityus by Ribera, which was in the collection of 
Lucas van Uffelen and which must have resembled this one in the Prado (73), might have 
been all the more reason for Rembrandt to conceive of this horror, to show that he could do 
better than all the others. Rembrandt’s Samson has similarities to Ribera’s painting in the way 
the right arm is straining upwards with a chain around the wrist, while his left arm falls 
downwards, the hand almost coming out of the picture plane at the lower edge of the painting 
to make the physical confrontation with the viewer as direct as possible (74).   

In Ribera’s wildly screaming Tityus, Rembrandt saw truly harsh naturalism and 
unrestrained horror. But Rembrandt would have been critical, because the open hands and 
wide-open mouth are reflexes of fear and terror, rather than of extreme pain (75). And he 
would have judged Ribera’s figure, with its rather stylized and elegantly posed physique, 
incompatible with the expression of the utmost suffering of pain. He would have been even 
more critical of the relative simplicity with which the raking light and almost black shadows 
make the figure come forward against the impenetrable background. In fact, he would have 
criticized Caravaggio for the same reason (76). Comparing these works one is struck by the 



subtlety with which Rembrandt modelled, for example, Samson’s head and body in colour, 
tone, light and shade, creating the illusion of recession and projection of form in a way that 
makes Caravaggio’s manner of doing so appear unnatural and stylized (77). With extreme 
care Rembrandt varied the strength of the light according to the position of every volume in 
space; the bright light flooding in from the background diminishes gradually in all directions 
as it is further removed from its source. He also varied the thickness and relief of the paint 
surfaces to suggest the texture and position of the depicted objects in space. This is of a 
different order than Caravaggio’s and Ribera’s strong, raking light falling parallel to the 
picture plane from the upper left and modelling the volumes with strong contrast between 
light and dark, being of equal strength on all illuminated volumes, while all the surfaces are 
described in the same smooth manner.  

Remarkably, Rembrandt would have also known one of Caravaggio’s most important 
early altarpieces, the Martyrdom of St. Matthew, a drawn or painted copy of which his master 
Pieter Lastman must have brought from Rome (78). Lastman had arrived in Rome in 1600, 
the time that Caravaggio’s spectacular masterpiece for the Contarelli Chapel, which was then 
the talk of the town, was installed. Lastman used the fleeing figure in several of his paintings, 
and this same type of fleeing person, with one arm extended and face turning around, was 
used brilliantly by Rembrandt for the figure of Delilah (79). But the combination of this figure 
running away with the suffering man on the ground who is attacked by a sword-bearing figure  
seems to have inspired Rembrandt to explore how he could use such motifs. Rembrandt, as a 
truly great connoisseur of prints, would even have realized that the main motifs of 
Caravaggio’s famous masterpiece—the fallen victim, the murderous soldier and the fleeing 
figure—had been inspired by the first model of truly violent and gruesome pathos, Titian’s 
large Martyrdom of St. Peter Martyr, a work that had a huge emotional impact on the viewer 
at that time (80). In fact, the attitude of Rembrandt’s soldier threatening Samson with his long 
weapon comes close to this murderer killing St. Peter Martyr (81). In short, it is truly uncanny 
how Rembrandt knew to marshal all these elements into one fabulous painting to show off his 
abilities as the greatest master since Titian, Caravaggio and Rubens. His audience, including 
such men as Lucas van Uffelen, would have understood this rivalry and greatly appreciated it, 
I assume.  

Rubens had already transformed the criminal Tityus into the much more ambiguous 
Prometheus. Rembrandt chose an equally ambiguous figure from the bible: Samson, who is 
on the one hand a weak human unable to resist the seduction of a deceitful woman and is 
punished for his lust, while simultaneously being God’s chosen one, who is forgiven and 
offered a final chance to triumph over the Philistines (82). This knowledge will temper the 
informed viewer’s emotions of fear and horror; he or she may even experience a kind of 
catharsis. This hugely shocking deed is done to someone who has been morally weak but who 
will triumph in the end (but also finds his death). In this respect his is not a Senecan but a true 
Aristotelian hero, albeit a biblical one. And if we consider the face of Samson again, we 
realize that he is not screaming like Laocoön or Holofernes or Tityus, nor does he open his 
mouth in a groan, like Rubens’s Prometheus. Rather, he clenches his teeth, like his toes and 
fist (83). This is not only more realistic when suffering severe pain, but it also functions as a 
sign that he does so without making a sound and remains in control. To emphasize this sudden, 
horrible moment was still very much in concurrence with the Senecan type of drama, but into 
it Rembrandt inserted an Aristotelian hero who has weaknesses but whose punishment leads 
to a catharsis.  

In his later works Rembrandt would leave altogether the depiction of sudden 
occurrences and violent movements (84). Instead, he turned to entirely motionless scenes, 
probably realizing that a painting of strong movement could never be truly natural because it 
always remained a ‘still’. Those later works remarkably parallel Vondel’s moving from a 



Senecan type of tragedy towards a true understanding of the Aristotelian tragedy, in which 
fear and compassion is incited through a continuous unfolding of the plot and in which the 
development of inner conflicts and bitter moral dilemmas gradually lead to a realization of 
and insight into the inescapable and tragic situation in which the protagonists find themselves. 
By banishing all action and reaction in these paintings, and by avoiding any indication of 
dialogue so as to give as little information about the narrative as possible, Rembrandt forces 
the viewer to contemplate what cannot be visualized: the conflicting emotions that trouble the 
mind, the internal struggle of the protagonists.  

We do not know why Rembrandt chose to paint the figure of Aristotle contemplating 
the bust of Homer when he received the commission from the Sicilian nobleman Antonio 
Ruffo, who assembled a collection of the greatest artists of his time, in 1653 (85). The idea to 
depict Aristotle must have been Rembrandt’s own, because it appears that Ruffo himself was 
not entirely sure about the subject when he received the painting. The subject refers, I think, 
to the contemplation of the relationship between painting and poetry and between sight and 
hearing as means to acquire knowledge.  Rembrandt must have felt a special connection to 
Aristotle, who had inspired Rembrandt’s fellow Amsterdammer Vondel to write early in his 
career that in both painting and tragedy a process of generating knowledge is set in  motion, 
using material from a distant past which is transformed by representation into a matter of 
contemporary concern.   

Ruffo was extremely pleased with Rembrandt’s painting and asked famous Italian 
painters like Guercino, Mattia Preti, Salvator Rosa and Giacinto Brandi to make paintings 
with half-lengths in them, with the aim of measuring them against Rembrandt’s masterpiece. 
Except for Rosa’s work, all these paintings have been lost.  Remarkably, we know through a 
letter that Giacinto Brandi depicted ‘a painter, half naked, who is painting a vulture which 
tears the body of Tityus done in skilfull competition with the painting that was made by the 
Dutchman Rembrandt.’(86) Brandi likely chose a self-portrait while painting the Punishment 
of Tityus, because many Italian masters had painted this subject to show off their skills in 
movement and emotions, as Miguel Falomir argued. Brandi would have assumed that this was 
a field in which, according to the old Italian commonplaces about the modest abilities of 
artists from the Low Countries (with which I started this lecture), he could surpass Rembrandt. 
Brandi would not have known that Rembrandt had made a fabulous painting competing with 
the greatest Italians and with Rubens that exploited precisely this same tradition, a painting 
that rivalled them on his own terms (87). If he did not surpass them (and such a judgement is 
left up to you), he at least demonstrated that he was in the same league as Titian, Caravaggio 
and, especially, Rubens.        

 


